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1. Summary 

 

Consultation format: Online and paper questionnaires.  Roadshow events. 
Supporting information was also available. 

Questionnaire Responses: Total 583 (Paper: 321) (Web: 262) 
Date range: 12th September – 23rd October 2016 
 

2. Introduction 

 

Background  

The purpose of the consultation was to enable the public to have a say on the future use for the 

site of the former Queen’s Park Sports Centre on Boythorpe Road.   

The old Queen’s Park Sports Centre was built as a swimming baths in the 1960s and extended 

into a fuller sports centre in the 1980s. It is sited within the historic Queen’s Park, which is Grade 

II* listed by English Heritage due to its national significance as a park with a layout and buildings 

largely unchanged since it was established in the late 1880s. The site is within a wider 

conservation area, which together with the listed nature of the park means that a number of 

special planning considerations will apply to any proposals for the future use of the site. 
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Permission has now been given to demolish the old sports centre as it is no longer viable and for 

the last few years has been operating beyond its useable lifespan. The council now wishes to 

develop a future use for the site. Our intention is to work broadly within the current ‘footprint’ of the 

old sports centre site, keeping in place the majority of the two car parks to the north and south of 

the site. We have already received advice from Historic England regarding options for the future 

use and have also taken account of issues such as utilities and flooding risk. 

Consultation content 

The consultation and supporting information outlined the following: 

• a set of principles which were used when considering potential uses for the site 

• an opportunity for the public to express the extent of their agreement with the principles 

• an opportunity to propose additional or alternative principles 

• a number of uses that were ruled out, and the rationale for ruling them out 

• the Council’s preferred option for the development of the site  

• an opportunity for the public to express the extent of their agreement with the preferred 

option 

• an opportunity to propose an alternative use, and how it meets the principles 

Consultation promotion and engagement activity 

In addition to the consultation being available online and in paper format at numerous Council 

premises (Queen’s Park Sports Centre, Healthy Living Centre, CBC Customer Service Centre, 

and the Town Hall reception), a number of road show events also took place where members of 

the public were able to view supporting information and discuss the consultation with CBC 

representatives.  

Roadshow events: 

• Chesterfield College Freshers’ Fayre (20th September 2016) 

• Morrisons Supermarket, Chatsworth Rd, Chesterfield (26th September 2016) 

• Chesterfield Market (6th October 2016)  

The consultation was also promoted in the following ways: 

• The supporting information and survey link was sent to stakeholders, including local sports 

clubs, community groups, and governing bodies (see appendix 1 for full list of 

stakeholders). 

• A press release was published in the Derbyshire Times and the Chesterfield Post. 

• Information about the consultation was also posted on numerous occasions on the 

Council’s Facebook and Twitter accounts.  

• The consultation, supporting information, and an article was available on the Council’s 

website. 

• A video was created on the Council’s You Tube channel, and this was also available on the 

Council’s other online platforms.  
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3. Questionnaire results 

 

Principles for use of the site 

The Council has established a number of principles which we feel should be used when 
considering possible uses for the site. These principles are: 

• That the future use should generate an income, and not an additional cost to the 

Council.  Due to our limited budget, an additional cost would impact on our ability to 

provide other services to our residents.  

• That the use supports the priorities in the Council Plan - eg.  Does it improve the 

quality of life for local people, support a thriving borough, and deliver value for 

money.  

• That it fits within the wider site of Queen's Park and facilities in the town centre and 

borough 

• That the site is well-used and provides added value for our communities, 

businesses and visitors.  We do not want a new facility that will end up half empty 

due to a lack of local demand. 

 

Q1. Do you agree that these principles are appropriate for considering the future 

use of the site? 

A total of 531 respondents (94.3%) indicated that they agreed that the stated 

principles are appropriate for considering the future use of the site.  21 

respondents (3.7%) indicated no, and a further 11 respondents (2%) indicated 

don’t know.  

Do you agree that these principles are appropriate for considering the future use 
of the site? 

 Number of responses Percentage of responses 

Yes, fully 369 65.5% 

Yes, partly 162 28.8% 

No 21 3.7% 

Don’t know  11 2.0% 

 

 
 

 

Do you agree that these principles are appropriate for 

considering the future use of the site? 
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Q2. Can you think of any additional or alternative principles that you feel should 

be used? 

The suggestions made in response to this question have been themed.  The chart below 

shows the number of suggestions made under each theme.  The full list of comments is 

available at Appendix 2. 

The most common theme (30 responses) was about different groups in the community 

being able to access and make use of the site.  A further 15 comments were made in 

support of existing principles, and 10 comments were made about ensuring the site 

attracts visitors to Chesterfield.  

 

87 additional responses were made to question 2 which were suggestions for use of the 

site, rather than alternative principles.  They are listed at appendix 2.  Where the 

response is judged to be in response to question 5, and the respondent has not repeated 

the same response at question 5, the comment has been added to the question 5 

responses.   
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Options for future use of the site 

Taking into consideration these principles, the Council has established a preferred 

option for the future use of the site.  

Our preferred use for the former Queen's Park Sports Centre is for the development of 

a 3rd Generation (3G) pitch facility suitable for regular training and recreational use 

including sports such as soccer, mini soccer, hockey, rugby league, rugby union and 

athletics.   

Q3. Taking the principles into consideration, to what extent do you agree with 

our preferred option of a 3rd Generation (3G) pitch facility for the site? 

A total of 384 (68.9%) respondents indicated that they agreed with the preferred 

option of a 3rd Generation pitch facility.  8.4% of respondents indicated ‘neither’ 

and, a further 126 (22.6%) indicated that they disagree to some extent.  

Taking the principles into consideration, to what extent do you agree with our 
preferred option of a 3rd Generation (3G) pitch facility for the site? 

 Number of responses Percentage of responses 

Strongly agree 213 38.2% 

Tend to agree 171 30.7% 

Neither 47 8.4% 

Tend to disagree 67 12.0% 

Strongly disagree 59 10.6% 

 

Taking the principles into consideration, to what extent do you agree with 
our preferred option of a 3rd Generation (3G) pitch facility for the site? 

 
 

 

 

Q4. Do you have any suggestions to improve the preferred option? 

The suggestions made in response to this question have been themed.  The chart below 

shows the number of suggestions made under each theme.  The full list of comments is 

available at Appendix 3. 

A total of 58 respondents suggested amendments to the proposal including: alternative 

surface, additional courts, changing facilities etc. 26 respondents raised concern about 
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lack of information to make an informed choice, or concern about lack of demand for a 

3G facility.  25 comments were made in relation to inclusive use of the site.  

 

92 additional responses were made to question 4 which were alternative suggestions for 

use of the site, rather than amendments to the preferred option.  They are listed in 

appendix 4.  Where the response is judged to be in response to question 5, and the 

respondent has not repeated the same response at question 5, the comment has been 

added to the question 5 responses.   

 

Q5. If you can suggest an alternative option that you feel would meet the 

principles, please tell us about it, and why you think it would be suitable. 

The suggestions made in response to this question have been themed. Suggestions 

have been included irrespective of whether the reasoning or rationale for the suggestion 

was given.  The chart below shows the number of suggestions made under each theme.  

The full list of comments is available at Appendix 4. The most common alternatives 

suggested were: office/event space, ice rink, water play, or other outdoor leisure 

provision.   
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4. Equality monitoring 

 

Q6. Are you responding on behalf of a group or organisation? 

Are you responding on behalf of a group or organisation? 

 Number of responses Percentage of responses 

Yes 50 8.9% 

No 513 91.1% 

 

If yes, which organisation: 

• British Judo Association 

• Chesterfield and NE Derbyshire Football Focus Group 

• Chesterfield College 

• Chesterfield Expires Football Club 

• Chesterfield Hockey Club 

• Chesterfield Ladies Football Club 

• Chesterfield Over 60s 5 a side football 

• Community Sports Trust CIC (Village Games) 

• Derbyshire Police Sports Club 

• Derbyshire Sport 

• Derbyshire Walking Football League 

• Dunston community 

• England Hockey 

• Hasland Walking Football Group 

• Chesterfield Senior Spireites FC 

• New Life Church 

• Springwell Community College 

If you are responding as an individual, please tell us a little about yourself.  All of 

these questions are optional, but they help us to ensure that we are meeting the 

needs of all our communities. 

Q7. Your gender: 

Your gender 
Male 44.6% 

Female 52.7% 

Transgender 0.5% 

Prefer not to say 2.2% 
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Q8. Your age: 

Your age: 
Under 16 years 13.1% 

16 to 17 years 3.8% 

18 to 24 years 5.7% 

25 to 34 years 11.8% 

35 to 44 years 16.9% 

45 to 54 years 16.5% 

55 to 64 years 15.1% 

65 to 74 years 11.7% 

75 years and over 2.5% 

Prefer not to say 2.9% 

 

Q9. Do you have a disability 

Do you have a disability  
No 87.8% 

Yes 7.4% 

Prefer not to say 4.7% 
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5. Appendix 1: Stakeholder list 

 

• Friends of Queen’s Park 

• Chesterfield Schools Sport Partnership 

• Chesterfield Sports Forum 

• Active Chesterfield Group 

• Chesterfield Health and Wellbeing Group (internal CBC group) 

• Strategic Health and Wellbeing Group (including external partner organisations) 

• Derbyshire Sport 

• Sports County Governing Bodies 

• DWLT 

• Destination Chesterfield 

• Chesterfield Civic Society 

• The Gardens Trust 

• Historic England 

• Chesterfield College 

• Chesterfield Football Club 

• Chesterfield Football Forum 

• Sport England 

• Chesterfield Cricket Club 

• Derbyshire Police 

• Derbyshire Fire Service  

• Chesterfield Community Safety Team 

• Sure Start and Children’s Centres 

• Chesterfield Rugby Club 

• Chesterfield Hockey Club 

• Chesterfield Walking Football Club 

• Chesterfield Village Games Team 

• Chesterfield Futsal League 

• Local walking groups 

• Local NHS partners including Public Health 

• Current users of the existing Multi Use Games Area (MUGA) at Queen’s Park. 

• Chesterfield Borough Council Trade Unions  

• Groups registered with CBC Community Assemblies 
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6. Appendix 2: Can you think of any additional or alternative principles that you feel 

should be used? 

 

Relating to / supporting existing principles 

• Improving quality of life for local people should be the priority. 

• Improves the health of people 

• To contribute to improving health and widening access to healthy activity. 

• Help improve the health and wellbeing of residents. 

• That it provides well-being and personal development opportunities for the Chesterfield 

communities 

• That it adds to and promotes public health and wellbeing 

 

• That it complements the existing area. 

• I fully agree with the proposals for the site, but feel it is important that it maintains the 

character of the Grade II* Listed Park and Gardens. I suggest landscaping the edges and 

feel the opportunity exists to improve the appearance of the park's western edge as it is 

currently degraded and presents an unattractive approach that does not do it justice. 

• It should be in keeping with the Grade II* listing of the park. To develop it quickly so it isn't 

an eyesore. 

• To fit in with the Victorian style Queen's Park and not be an eyesore. 

• Fits in with Queen's Park by laws. 

• The land should go back and be relevant to the park. 

• That the site should retain some sign of its previous use eg plaque. That it should not 

become an eyesore on the edge of the beautiful park. 

• The history of the adjacent Victorian Queen’s Park should be considered and future use of 

the site should reflect this. 

• That use fits with the original covenant "that the area shall be for the leisure and pleasure of 

the people of Chesterfield". 

 

About affordability for the public to use 

• Costs to the public should be appropriate and affordable. 

• Reasonably priced facilities which are able to be used by everyone. 

• That facilities for children under 16 should be free. 

• Ensure wide and affordable access to the whole of the community. 

• It should be affordable to local people 

• There should be a small deposit  

• Whilst it should generate income, it should also be competitively priced, to encourage public 

use. 

 

About encouraging participation in sports, competitive sports, and reducing inactivity 
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• To encourage more people within the community to take up sports participation and support 

local sporting events. 

• Should be for sport/recreational as was its initial use. 

• No shops, housing. Should be for the use of the community for sport and recreation. 

• To improve nationally competitive sports and promote sports within growing generations. 

• Other leisure activity, roller skating, other sports 

• The area should be developed for a wider range of sports incorporating outdoor table 

tennis, badminton, mini golf/pitch and put, crazy golf and outdoor trampolines and not just 

football, basketball, rugby, netball and hockey. Do something different particularly for the 

individual sports and for the age range of 7-11 to enable them to experience a wider range 

of sports. Visit the park in Cliff Park in Dronfield. 

• Active positive and visible encouragement to increase girls’ / women’s outdoor sports 

• In order to achieve 2 above, use for public fitness sessions improve health and fitness. 

 

About accessibility for different groups and safety 

• The use should address the needs of the whole community, of all age groups and physical 

abilities. 

• That it should be inclusive to everyone, include a changes places facility for disabled and 

be fully accessible, providing facilities for all ages. 

• Full access for disabled and impaired members of the borough also a small refreshment 

area? 

• That the site is accessible for all of the community. 

• That the new place should benefit people and should be useful to a range of people. 

• People of all ages and genders should be treated fairly. Children and people should feel 

safe and happy to be in the building 

• Facility should be made accessible to all at a low cost on certain days or off peak times 

• More facilities for the youth of Chesterfield and younger children. 

• Family friendly, encouraging families to get out. 

• That is should offer opportunities for young people in the local area. 

• That all ages are considered in the decision. 

• A facility that can cope with users of all ages from toddler football to walking football and all 

active sports in between. 

• A 3G pitch will only be used by the younger generation and mainly by males. The use 

should be for all ages and for males and females. 

• There are enough sporting/fitness facilities in chesterfield. Something fun should be made 

here for people of all ages. Paintball, archery, Ice skating. Or maybe a small shopping 

centre with clothes shops etc. An archery/Paintball site would be fantastic, all ages could 

enjoy themselves here and keep the teenagers out of trouble. With a reasonable price to it 

meaning not just anyone can go in for free. Please consider this option as it would be a very 

fun destination and facility and means you don't have to travel too far if you’re from 

Chesterfield as there is nothing like this here. 

• The new facilities should be usable by all people regardless of age and sexual orientation. 

This is a park for all. 
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• I would like to see the old QP building to be used for the elderly population, who are socially 

isolated eg cared for in their own homes or for residential and nursing homes to be able to 

gather and make friends and share activities ie. chair based exercises, craft, mental 

stimulation. This could be achieved with staff who accompany the clients. 

• It must be sports, recreation and/or leisure as well as serving the community. Affordable, 

especially as it is in a deprived area. Consideration to parking if the aim is to attract people 

from all over Chesterfield. Provide some voluntary posts to promote this activity in a 

structured way. 

• To be available for all ages 

• That it should be available and appropriate for all ages from youth to pensioners 

• I think there should be activities for children, teenagers or older adults that can take part 

and enjoy their spare time. Also could have lots of nature for people to relax and learn 

about different types of flowers/plants. It needs to be active for everyone! 

• The new gym is funded by the college and not all gymnasium principles have been given 

back to the public so why not make it into arts, craft, meditation, sauna and steam centre 

that can easily pay for itself and if the creations that people make are put on display, this 

could be a shopping art mall inviting local artists to teach all ages, possible a pottery area? 

• Community spirit. Cultural use 

• The facility should be aimed at families and children. 

• To provide facilities for local schools to use, to encourage children (particularly younger 

ones) to engage in sport 

• To the exclusion of no one. 

• The development should be something exciting and different. A development that is fun for 

all ages. 

• That the future development will provide a safe and friendly environment for any ages. 

• More security cameras to see who does something wrong 

 

About the environment 

• Ensure it is environmentally friendly. 

• 'Green' or environmentally positive, appearance and contribution. 

• Whatever is provided should be sustainably resourced and sustainably maintained. 

• Ensuring Green spaces are maximised to full potential 

• The solar power array should be kept to generate income. The site should be open and 
used by all. 

• Solar installation should be saved if possible - could this be mounted on walls around the 
pitches? 

• That it remains a green, environmentally friendly area and is not used for more housing or 
shops. 

• That it is environmentally friendly - perhaps using environmentally friendly/sustainable 
materials. 

 

About being unique within Chesterfield 

• Does not duplicate existing services provided locally. 

• Something not in the town at present. 
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• Offer something that is not available elsewhere 

• The site should provide facilities which are sadly lacking in the borough 

• That it is not a duplication of facilities already available in the town i.e. sports pitches 

available for hire at local schools and sports colleges! 

 

About attracting visitors to Chesterfield 

• Something that is fun, and will attract visitors from outside. 

• Should draw in visitors from the surrounding area to make use of the facilities 

• That it also brings in business and tourism from outside of Chesterfield as the gateway to 

the peak district. 

• Raising the profile of Chesterfield nationally by providing a facility that would encourage 

more visitors to the mutual benefit of them and the people of Chesterfield. 

• It provides additional entertainment for visitors 

• Whatever the new thing is, it should attract people to come and enjoy it 

• It should represent Chesterfield, and the new technology in the world 

• It should also attract people from outside the borough in the same way the park itself does. 

• To bring in revenue from outside town. 

• What does it do to increase the footfall in the town, which would in turn benefit the traders 

and the food and drink outlets in the town, which would in turn maintain and raise the 

present level of employment? 

 

About creating employment opportunities 

• That the space provides employment opportunities 

• Ideally the new use should provide employment even if it’s seasonal. 

 

About being in line with the views of Chesterfield residents 

• That the use is decided by the people of Chesterfield 

• Consider what the public want 

• That Chesterfield people are listened to in respect of what they want 

• Look at co-designing opportunities with the residents of Chesterfield - see what the 

community have ideas about. 

• Actually speaking to the public and users of Queens Park as to what they'd actually like to 

see in place. 

 

Other comments 

• That access by public be maintained and held within public ownership. 

• It must portray the town in a positive and forward looking way 

• Part of the original building should be kept then used by the public, locals and visitors to 

Queen's Park. The council should consider funding such a project. 
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• Would be good to expand the Chesterfield museum 

• Something that brings the community together 

• Principles 1 and 2 supported and 3 to some extent. Principle 4 not fully supported as this 

may lead to a compromise particularly in principle 1 which is the most important. 

• If the cost to the Council is outweighed by area benefits it should be considered 

• Use of s106 monies to fund development via leisure option 

• Availability of assistance with the development costs of the chosen solution. 

• The proposal for another football pitch seems to have been already agreed! And it seems 

that nothing else will be considered. There are numerous football pitches across 

Chesterfield.  The town doesn’t have much for young people and active adults in the line of 

activities other than pubs! Why wouldn’t an ice rink be viable? Having consulted with 

several young people and adults, they would use such a facility. Football can be played 

anywhere and people still play it whatever the weather. Bring something new to the town. 

Or is there a deal with a football club in the pipeline or something? 

• I do suggest that you should involve the community and should get everyone together to 

donate and do social activities to gain money! 

• I think there should be a small deposit to the activities what may be in place and some of 

the tax money will go to cleaning our streets and improving our surroundings. 

• We would like to see an analysis made of the population catchment of a facility on this site 

focussing on their needs and also their barriers to being active. The solution to this should 

be reflected in whatever is being proposed and also the operation of what is proposed. 

• But obviously the council have decided without consultation - as is the norm!! 

• I think that it being less full of people can be a good thing for the users. 

• Should fit with future plans and meet a need that can be anticipated into foreseeable future. 

• Rather than not costing the council anything, the benefit vs cost should be considered. 

Also, providing something new, different and potentially with an impact to the town as a 

whole should be considered. 

• This survey doesn't read as a consultation, rather a formality on a decision already made. 

• Simple language 

• I think more than one option should be given for people to vote. It appears as if the decision 

is already made. 

• The proposed plan is the best option provided that the all-weather surface is suitable for 

playing top class hockey. See the England Hockey report on the UNSUITABILITY of 3g 

pitches for playing competitive hockey matches. 

 

87 additional responses were made to question 2 which were suggestions for use of the 

site, rather than alternative principles.  They are listed below.  Where the response is 

judged to be in response to question 5, and the respondent has not repeated the same 

response at question 5, the comment has been added to the question 5 responses.   

• Sports field, football, cricket and race track. 

• Junior golf, cricket, crown green bowling 

• We need an ice rink that helps save families money with the cost of having to travel to 

Sheffield. 
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• Athletics facilities 

• Parties, weddings, private functions. 

• Winter gardens, plants, trees, walks. 

• Showering and toilet facilities plus spectator seating. 

• Perhaps a tennis court? 

• Ice skating 

• The use of a changing room. 

• Adventure play area 

• 3G pitches/4G. Football grass pitches 

• 3G/4G football pitches 

• Ice skating rink 

• Skate park, bike park 

• Trampoline park, ice skating, crazy golf (something for children, be imaginative) 

• Let's think bigger - take off the blinkers 

• Ice skating rink, something for children 

• Ice skating rink, roller skate area 

• Ice skating rink 

• Self-financing hot house, palm house, energy neutral 

• CBC run pitches 

• Paddling pool 

• A community garden or simple extension of the existing park area. There should be 

something in place to commemorate the Leisure Centre, a statue of some sort perhaps 

somewhere near where the old building currently stands. It would be a shame for it to be 

completely forgotten as a lot of people including myself have very fond memories of the 

leisure centre. 

• Could an actual running track be included in this development, as tracks have been lost 

recently at the new leisure centre and at Brookfield school? 

• Housing 

• I think that you could create added value by considering the site’s proximity to Queen’s 

Park and look to partner with chesterfield college to create a horticulture centre of 

excellence for the area. Additional Sporting facilities are already being developed in the 

borough, so to my thinking this could be duplication, taking funding away from community 

led schemes To my knowledge there are no other proposals for horticultural study centres 

in the area - so funding would be easier to obtain and open up more vocational pathways 

for young people 

• Build houses on it but leave swings in place 

• I think it should be turned into an ice rink #profit 

• I think the people of chesterfield would benefit from an ice skating rink because we have to 

travel to Sheffield or Doncaster and this can be very expensive and means some of the 

public can't afford it. It would also be somewhere for people to socialise and have a benefit 

the children in the school holidays as there is nothing for them to do in chesterfield. 

• New 3G pitches and showers etc. 

• I think ice rink and roller booting and climbing walls should be reconsidered there is nothing 

for kids, teens and a lot of adults to do for fun or as a family and a multi sports pitch is only 

going to attract mostly men and boys, what about girls and women???? 
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• A water park for children like Bakewell and Matlock 

• A fully useable 400m athletics track should be provided as part of the plans - it is criminal 

that the council allowed a perfectly good facility to become derelict and then replaced it by 

moving the existing sports centre 100m along the road. There is no current facility within 

Chesterfield to allow children to get into athletics and build a lifelong interest in fitness. 

Local people have no option but to travel to use athletics facilities and not everyone is 

fortunate enough to have parents willing or able to spend hours in the car running them 

around. A town the size of Chesterfield should have the full range of athletic facilities and, 

seeing as the council decided to concrete over a perfectly functional track at the old 

Annexe, it should provide one that future generations of Chesterfield residents can use. 

• Outdoor provision will mostly be used in the evenings and for Athletics, Football and Rugby 

it will mostly be used in the winter. If you wish to make it financially viable, indoor provision 

would be best suited. Depending on space, a martial arts centre or a sports hall that caters 

for everything would be best suited. 

• The land should be reinstated as parkland. 

• Build a pretty registry office instead of the old ugly one near the bus station with lovely park 

behind for photographs. The land left could be used for the 3G as planned. 

• I think chesterfield would have a very high demand for an ice/roller rink and this would be 

an amazing place to put it, it would keep lots of young children off the streets too. 

• An all-weather (indoor) children's activity and play area should also be considered to extend 

the leisure possibilities of the park area. 

• I like the idea that part of the existing building could be used as indoor space for exhibitions, 

performances and fairs. This would allow for two of the pitches, and the small pavilion 

• I think they should make a trampoline park called jump inc. 

• Put more activities and bins for the dogs mess so you can make it cleaner and maybe more 

families will come and children and hopefully not mess it up but have fun 

• Put more bins for dog poo because some people don't even clear them up, so that is why 

we need them. 

• Make it a beautiful garden 

• I think that we should add a trampoline park for all ages and maybe a three floor arcade 

and make the parks disabled friendly for wheelchair and crutches 

• 800 metre running track 

• Yes I think they should add more decoration to make Queen’s Park look appealing and fun. 

This may attract more people to come and visit. 

• We could add a race track of any sort, petrol go karts, disabled wheel chair and bikes 

(BMX). 

• Bike track 

• It could be used as an animals place, we don't have many places for abandoned animals 

and for rehoming any animals  as we only have a dog sanctuary and that's all I know of for 

taking them in and if they have no chip or don't get collected, for a price, they get put down  

• Skate park or a 3G football pitch 

• Ice rink 

• I think that you should build a trampoline park which is not expensive and you can have a 

good time with your friends 

• A video shop 
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• I think that it should be an older people’s home because there would be more places for the 

elderly to go.  If they live alone, then they can communicate and enjoy a rest there.  I 

strongly feel like it should be a place for the elderly, they can also go for a walk in the park 

behind and see new flowers in spring and enjoy their lives.  

• I think we should build a trampoline park for the young kids 

• Ice rink or a trampoline park 

• You could add a massive trampoline park 

• I think that you should keep the park and make it a lot bigger and add some more swings, 

slides and a climbing frame with monkey bars etc. 

• Athletics track or stadium 

• A bowling green and an elderly home where they can have fun and spend time with the 

family. 

• I feel like there should be a trampoline park because you have to travel a long way to get to 

one around here, therefore it would make it easier to go getting more people interested in 

the sport and more kids and families active.  

• Expand the pool to make an outside pool so in the summer people can swim outside and 

still be warm!!! 

• Athletics track 

• Trampoline place 

• Archery 

• Race track 

• I think you should add football pitches and a climbing wall, picnic benches and a running 

track. 

• Maybe keep a deeper pool for aspiring swimmers / divers 

• This site should be used for small business start-ups, offering hot desks, small unit space, 

office space, superb Wi-Fi and communications within the existing building on a short term 

use, this will create income from the existing asset and help encourage commercial set ups 

in the town centre. Parking for tenants should be free with easy start terms of perhaps first 

three months free with a 12 month tenancy agreement, deeply discounted council tax rates, 

and paid for reception services. 

• Sensory garden for people with impaired sight 

• Homeless peoples shelter (bedsits etc.) 

• Roller Skating/Ice skating 

• Paddling pool if it will bring more revenue to the queen’s park sports centre i.e. cafe and 

also train in park. Matlock, Bakewell and Sheffield have got the paddling pools. 

• We want a new play area - coffee shop - food, bar, ice cream parlour etc. 

• Paddling pool for children of Chesterfield. 

• Change the space into a paddling pool. 

• Outdoor paddling pool. 

• Chesterfield needs an exhibition hall to encourage more people to the town. 

• Use it for raves. 

• Ice rink 

• I think something different would be better than sports pitches. Something that will attract 

visitors to that part of town. An Ice rink or a ropes course would be a good idea as they 

would attract people from outside the town and still generate an income. 
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• Many, but due to lack of funding you will not look at any other options 

• A trampoline area or an ice skating rink. 

• I think an ice rink is a good investment given how busy the Sheffield and Doncaster one is 

• I like the idea and support it.  I do think an outdoor water play area for the children would 

bring people back to the Queen’s Park. I myself go all the way to Matlock Park because my 

children love the water play area so much and I know many more do. Just something to 

think about.  I know there are running costs, but if you get money from the already 

suggested plan then couldn't that go towards the cost of a water play area. Parents go 

along with where the children want to play; it's a shame not to think about the children when 

redeveloping. The new swimming baths didn't take into account children, and has no fun 

splash area which again parents like for their children and the children want to go back too. 

I go to Mansfield because of this and my children want to go there.  Queen’s park isn’t up to 

date with the many parks and swimming baths around, which is a shame. Please think 

about the children too. The Queens Park is for them too not just the adults. 
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7. Appendix 3: Do you have any suggestions to improve the preferred option? 

 

Comments in support of the proposal in general 

• I think it is an excellent idea. If affordable, it will provide valuable facilities for the 

community. 

• Given the success of the Olympics I think anything to encourage the young people and give 

them opportunity to train and learn is beneficial to everyone. 

• Yes, it will bring revenue to the cafe and train at Queen's Park because people will use 

them more. 

• I think the proposals are an excellent idea. I run a number of football teams and trying to 

find suitable winter and evening training facilities in the area is extremely difficult. If there 

are to be two pitches, can one be solely for football with the 3G having decent length 'grass' 

like the existing court has, rather than the thinner type that cuts you to pieces if you fall?! 

• It is greatly required in the town, due to lack of 3G alternatives in the area. 

• No, this is a perfectly acceptable if not particularly inspiring use of the site. 

• This is definitely required, the old pitch has deteriorated. Changing rooms would be 

beneficial. 

• 3G facilities, excellent public use at a fair price would be ideal regeneration of this site. 

• This facility is long overdue in Chesterfield! 

• I think 3G is a good idea. I also think a running track would be good for local schools / 

clubs. Tennis courts as well. Ice rink would be lovely. 

• Could this have not been put into the new leisure centre? I think it's a good idea though. 

Amendments or additions to the 3G option 

• To include a netball court 

• Could be used for outdoor fitness class in summer eg. circuit training 

• Also include a running track/full athletics ie long jump, 100m, 200m, 400m, high jump etc. 

• 3G pitch and children’s splash park/water play 

• Facilities for changing/showering and spectators should also be considered. Putting in "just 

a pitch" whilst useable, will not cater or create an event atmosphere. 

• It's a pretty boring option. It won't attract 'new' users; just existing pitch users will have more 

opportunity to use the facilities. I would suggest using just part of the site as a 3G pitch, and 

using the other part for something a bit different. 

• Needs the pavilion element to allow changing facilities to be available - disabled sports 

considered 

• Ensure it has suitable coverage for the winter weather, ie. Snow, rain, wind. For there to be 

changing rooms and toilet facilities on the site. Also, don't refer to it as soccer, we aren't 

American and American Football isn't as popular in the UK as the other sports listed. 

• We need x2 3G pitches, Chesterfield Senior Spireites  

• Incorporate changing facilities and shelter for spectators/helpers etc. 

• Astro pitch 
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• Rather than two 3G, could have one, plus other sport provision such as a court area for 

tennis or netball etc. 

• Strongly agree but not with a 3G playing surface. See England Hockey report on 3G 

surfaces. 

• Provision of the 3G pitch facility is O.K. but what about toilets and any kind of changing 

facility nearby? I see no provision of anything of this kind on the site plan. 

• It should be noted that competitive hockey cannot be played on a 3G pitch. England hockey 

have recently published an updated artificial grass surfaces policy which I will make 

available to the council. 

• Consider having one 3G pitch and incorporating the rest of the site back into a green space. 

• Improve site with more seating areas for the park, have it well integrated in the park in 

general, extend play area as well. 

• As chairman of the Senior Spireites walking football group I would suggest 2 or even more 

3G pitches to be provided with some changing room provision also available. This would 

help in developing the already growing interest in walking football for both male and 

females of all ages. 

• To include a netball court or two. There are 3-4 leagues in Chesterfield alone that are short 

of venues. 

• Outdoor table tennis, badminton and pitch and put to be included 

• Mix it with indoor space, possibly in the existing sports hall 

• Can you include some changing facilities? 

• Maybe add a few more sports to the 3G pitch facility 

• Make it astro turf 

• Support or sponsor from local clubs ie CFC 

• Changing rooms, climbing wall 

• I agree with athletics. I think there is room behind the new centre for a pitch for other sports. 

I think a splash park is needed. If generating income is a worry consider an additional 

coffee shop/ice cream van. 

• If it is more athletics based then this could be a great use of the land, however, there are 

lots of pitches in the area that can be used for football etc. 

• Would prefer the site to be predominantly athletic based as I feel there's already enough 

pitches/fields etc. that are used for soccer/rugby etc. 

• Consider adding some outdoor leisure provision eg climbing, outdoor ropes etc. 

• Include walking football. What car parking will be available for the new centre? 

• Have something for families to enjoy and then have the pitch, but just having a multi sports 

pitch isn't fair. 

• Keep the pitches but also a water park for the younger children to encourage more families 

into the park. 

• Consideration must be given to the ancillary facilities required to run this facility and how 

the facility will be managed. For example, toilets and changing facilities, staffing, health and 

safety, reducing and monitoring vandalism, etc. If the booking and management is done 

remotely from QPSC, how will this work in the best and most efficient way? 

• A low cost running track on the perimeter of the pitch. 

• Targeting disability needs for all age groups, easy wheelchair access, having a cafe to 

include animals to aid awareness for everyone. Inviting bird and small animal display. 
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Ensuring cafe only sources local homemade produce. Perhaps Chesterfield College can 

provide students to staff the areas as part of their course work. 

• If funds and site permit I would suggest re-locating the toddlers play area to adjacent to the 

pitch, away from danger of cricket ball injury.  An area similar to Hall Leys Park Matlock 

would be ideal. 

• Extend park. Football 5 a side pitches, tennis courts, teen play area 

• Running track around the outside. A children’s splash park. 

• Basketball nets and perhaps a crazy golf course for younger children. 

• Don’t see why you can't have climbing walls and high ropes too. You can charge to 

maintain it. 

• Add/include tennis courts 

• Shelter from weather 

• That seating with back rest shall be restored within the park as a whole for the relaxation 

and participation in the pleasures of the open space, for those unable to chase a ball 

around a hard square. 

• Add - indoor climbing facility and high ropes, cafe, facility of exhibition area, this is not 

provided adequately in the town. 

• Simple exercise classes for the elderly as we have seen happening abroad would probably 

be welcomed. Some of the classes held at the sports centre are sometimes too taxing for 

some people. 

• Outdoor leisure 

• Consider combining with option 7 (ropes etc.) and or cycling facility 

• Move the current small children's play area and relocate somewhere closer to the older 

children's park. This would make it easier for parents who have children of different ages. It 

would also mean that cricket matches do not affect the use of the younger children's play 

area. 

• Prefer option 7 or 5, we are close to the peak district, climbing offers an indoor alternative. 

Climbing will be an Olympic sport from 2020. 

• The Council should actually listen to the people for a change. 

• Provide managed changing facilities adjacent. 

• Covered area for spectators ie parents if a young team hires court during winter months. 

• Suggest collaboration of some of the town with the 3G pitch. Cultural use/art/music, Indoor 

leisure, Outdoor leisure, Park extension. 

• To enable other sports including cricket games/training/rounders etc. Would it be possible 

for the 3G to have a net type roof? 

• Part of it could be an outdoor water area for kids such as at Bakewell and Ashbourne 

• Add a water play area to the plan 

 

Relating to adaptability 

• Make sure the opportunity to adapt to future needs as they arise can be achieved. 

• More pitches the better or flexible space for 6 a side football games at the same time. 

• Ensure that it is the shorter 3G so that it can be used for a variety of sports. 
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• The pitches should be designed to be adjustable for the different sports and for differing 

team sizes by appropriate marking of the surface, division of the sports area into various 

sizes and provision of appropriate equipment (eg. goals). Overhead netting to avoid exit of 

balls would be a good idea. 

• Perhaps something along the lines of further gymnastics facilities would be a good idea as 

there is also space around the new QP site for additional pitches. 

• Try to ensure that it will be suitable for athletics, as apart from Tupton Hall School, I don't 

believe there is anywhere closer for athletics to be practised. This should include shot put, 

discus, javelin etc. 

 

Relating to inclusive use 

• Think about the cost of hire, to make is accessible to all. 

• Ensure it is affordable for clubs to use. Charging excessive fees will only serve to 

undermine the outlined principles. 

• It needs to be well priced and looked after. If it goes into decline and the wrong crowds use 

it, it will detract from the whole Queen’s Park offer. Also clubs need to be signed up now to 

avoid being a white elephant. 

• Make it available for private hire to generate more income 

• The hire charges should be competitive to similar facilities in the wider Chesterfield area 

• Only helps a small percentage of Chesterfield 

• Needs more focus on all age groups and physical abilities.  Indoor activities for pensioners 

would be good. 

• Disability access. 

• It does seem to give preference to already set up groups or clubs and does not offer 

anything for the individual. 

• We need more facilities for our teenagers. 

• We should encourage access to the new facility to all ages and abilities 

• Preferred option will be used by older children/adults, how will younger (pre-school infants) 

children be served. Extending park will not incur huge extra costs as the park is already 

maintained. 3G training pitch will also incur costs. 

• Limits the use to games, nothing for a wider usage. 

• The 10-14 year age group needs targeting as these children have grown out of parks 

(unless it's to just to 'hang around') and need a focus so that they don't roam the streets 

and become vulnerable. 

• How many people will realistically benefit from 3G pitches? Not a great deal, Chesterfield 

needs community spirit and facilities that are family orientated perhaps something for all 

ages, like a trampoline park, ice skating etc. this would generate income plus open up job 

opportunities for many people who struggle to find work in the area 

• Be good to have some sort of activities for children with special needs, I have an autistic 

son and he enjoys coming to Queen’s Park but there needs to be more there for kids to do, 

like a soft play area or something. 

• All aspects of the pitch facilities - access gates, surface, equipment - should be suitable for 

wheelchair use, eg: Wheelchair Basketball, Wheelchair Rugby, casual wheelchair exercise. 
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• No I think this use is only one selection of the community and they already have many sites 

to choose from. 

• Park extension is for all. Your proposal is exclusively for young men only. The facility needs 

to be suitable for women/girls and older people as well. Cultural use with a café plus an all-

weather play/sports area for everyone could be combined. 

• Provided the area is supervised and there are organised activities for differing groups of 

age and abilities 

• This only applies to certain age groups. All age groups need to be considered. 

• My only concern about the preferred option is that only a very selective group of the 

community would get to use it. As a family with young children, this would be of no use to 

us. Personally, I would prefer to see an extension to the play area for the older children but 

I understand your reasons for your preferred option. 

• Try to reduce unsocial behaviour. 

• I'd prefer to see something that is going to be open to all and not just groups/clubs who 

predominantly seem to use similar pitch facilities. One could argue that the reasons used 

for discounting other schemes could be used to discount a 3G pitch - eg available in 

neighbouring areas. 

• The preferred option is for a limited section of the community. How many women would use 

the facility? What about the young and the elderly? 

 

Relating to landscaping and /or environmental considerations 

• Incorporate some landscaping so the new site blends well into the existing park layout. 

• Community garden area. 

• External wall/fence to be in keeping with original wall/fence around Queen's Park. 

• I feel it is important the proposed development maintains the character and appearance of 

the Grade II* Listed Park. 

• Will a running track be included in the plan to replace the lost one? Trees/greenery around 

edge to hide from the road. 

• I would prefer the land to be landscaped and seeing the park put back to how it was when it 

was first built. 

• Park extension could be made simpler eg grass which would be low maintenance and look 

nicer. Retirement apartments would bring money in to the council, supporting local people. 

• The space should fit in the park rather than be something residential 

• I would like to see an extension of the park 

• A solar farm should be incorporated to generate income. Maybe a private partnership could 

be arranged. 

• Adequate soft landscaping and tree planting 

• The land should be re-instated as parkland. 

• Try and keep solar panels, maybe a high level ball barrier above nets 

• More planting where possible to improve the visual aspect and to absorb air pollutants, 

Important if people are using the facilities in the open air. As more green spaces are lost it 

is important to include as much vegetation as possible to improve the habitat for wildlife and 

to improve air quality 
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• Presumably storage facilities will be needed and fencing to secure the site against 

vandalism. Some landscaping (maintenance needed of course) will be needed to prevent it 

detracting from the park. Personally, I think any pitch should be located with the new sports 

centre. 

• I would prefer a park extension 

 

Relating to car parking 

• Needs adequate parking which could also be used by users of the new swimming pool, as 

parking is currently problematic at peak times. 

• Car parking, for the use of the town centre and the new QP as there is not enough at the 

centre 

• You need to ensure there is also plenty of parking for users of the facility and the new 

sports centre where there is not enough space 

 

Relating to insufficient information available and/or concern about duplication of 

facilities and demand 

• I want to see a closer/detailed explanation of the reasons for rejecting 5,6,and 7 above 

before I am prepared to support a 3G pitch facility. I also need to see more information on 

why/how the 3G pitch would meet the criteria in Q1. 

• I think the 3G idea would require much more consideration. Would there be an athletic track 

or just football pitches? If just pitches, would it be set up like the goals centre in Sheffield? 

Would there be regular events? Birthday parties, leagues, cafe/bar? 

• I think you have already decided what you are going to do with the area. Why bother to ask 

us? You never listen!! 

• Will it be council controlled managed and run? 

• There will be a number of associated ongoing costs that the council should take into 

consideration with a 3G pitch; such as staffing, ongoing maintenance and security from the 

vandalism that is quoted as happening at the old QPSC site currently. As a former 3G 

manager, the usage of a 3G pitch should also be taken into consideration - football is the 

highest user of 3G pitches, as rugby training will require shock pads (at a greater cost), 

whilst it is difficult to play hockey due to the un-even surface that a rubber crumb system 

creates (water-based / sand based pitches will only be considered for competitive hockey). I 

think that the plan is a good idea, and keeps with the principles employed, but maybe some 

more thought required before committing to the project. 

• Lessons should be learnt from the current 3G pitch. It currently isn't maintained to the 

correct standards and is in a poor condition. People often play for free as there is no 

monitoring of the site as it is too far from the new sports centre. I would also suggest 

lessons are also gathered for the business case from 3G centres like Goals in Sheffield. 

They have multiple 5 a side pitches with leagues set up to maximise profit. 

• You should ask the residents of the area and not take into account narrow principles.  Most 

of the points against these options are flawed by excuse. The point about a roller / ice 

skating / soft play area for instance says there are already places like this in the area, 

Where? To get to these you have to travel many miles. Also if a provider is going to provide 
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it, set out the design and requirements from the start so they do not build a shack. Finally 

on that if a provider is providing it, where is the cost to the area? 

• I think it’s an easy way out option for the council to propose the 3G pitches. I don’t think 

they will be used as much as the council make out. Also saying that retail would take away 

from the town centre is not a valid concern especially with other developments like the 

water side and Chatsworth Road developments that have been given the go ahead. 

Wouldn't they also take away from the town centre? 

• When saying facilities such as ice rink or skate park would not be utilised - where is the 

evidence to support this? 

• I want to agree (more sporting facilities for the public are a good idea, and some of these 

sports are underserved in Chesterfield), but I don't know what a 3G pitch is, or how it would 

be an improvement on any other type of pitch. There is no explanation of this in supporting 

materials. 

• I do wonder if there is a massive demand for this sort of facility, it's very rare during holidays 

that I've seen the current pitch occupied by paying guests and I'm also concerned what 

implications this might have on local schools who are already renting out their facilities to 

supplement their budget. 

• Review how it may compete with provision at local schools such as St Mary’s and 

Brookfield. Incorporate a cafe into the plan providing alternative services to the Fredericks 

Cafe. 

• No, I feel there are enough fields/sports facilities of this type already. 

• There are many pitch facilities in Chesterfield but no athletic facilities - running track etc. 

• We already have them. I personally have spoken to 50 people, and all agree. A water sport 

area (like the one at Matlock) would be all that was needed. Once completed there would 

be only minimal maintenance (I have spoken to DCC and Matlock and they say it brings 

thousands of visitors every year. Also a larger play area for ages 6-12+, as the small area 

near the cafe is only suitable for up to 5 years. But everyone knows the council have 

already decided what will happen. 

• If we are looking for income from the site think very carefully as to who are your target 

clients. That's why I refer to making it attractive to clients who require international standard 

facilities. 

• There are already 3G pitches at local sport academies 

• No. There are loads of pitches already in Chesterfield and even if it is a little cheaper and 

modern than others, it will touch far fewer people per pound spent than anything else, even 

if more expensive. If you can get the few clubs who benefit from it to pay for it then maybe 

then it will be worth it. 

• Why 'much of the same'? Creativity and pioneering activity is required...... surely we have 

some people on the council with those skills? The council also employed marketing 

personnel - use them to make a success of something. It's like no one can be bothered so 

let's stick 3G low maintenance courts there so not to risk upsetting anyone or doing 

something different that may take additional thought. The new centre was planned for long 

enough and has been open some time ... and 3G is as good as it gets :( 

• Chesterfield has several pitches already. Which are utilised. 

• I just think we have places like Holmebrook Valley Park for this; it will only be used by 

college students. 
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• We should use the existing facilities in Stand Road and Brearley Park etc. all with superb 

floodlit facilities that are underused. By encouraging team use of these facilities by clubs for 

basketball, 5 a side and even volleyball, the facilities can be used to encourage local people 

to get involved free. Also please offer free parking on the donut, this will ensure the top of 

town is re-invigorated until the development starts. 

• Hasland Park already offers this. 

• Thought it was a consultation, not decided already. Remove the top car park and put 

pitches on there. The running track and land which the new centre sits on cost to upkeep, 

so why cannot the new area have a cost involved in upkeep? 

• I think the Council have gone for the cheapest, easiest option. 

• There is already plenty of places to hire 3G pitches - Brookfield, Bolsover School, 

Netherthorpe School, most schools in fact get rental from them. Site would be better used 

for indoor leisure. 

 

Relating to location and access 

• This site is too close to the road for a 3G or 4G surface. In particular the full size pitch. My 

child plays on a similar pitch each week and the ball goes over 5 -10 times an hour. This is 

less so on a smaller pitch but it appears to be a forced option. Pitches are great - this site 

not suitable. It can be foreseen that a young person will run out to fetch a ball from the road 

on many occasions. 

• Do not build these pitches, think about the few of us who do have to live opposite this new 

development 

• Is there going to be a running track? If not, why? Most importantly: the old annex was 

practically useless to the public as it was almost always locked. If this plan goes ahead it 

must be open to the public from morning to evening (no one would have a problem with it 

being locked at night) every day. Or at least between set times. 

 

Relating to promoting the facility 

• Promote ownership by links to schools, clubs and users of the park and leisure centre in 

general. 

• I would very much like to see the all-weather pitches used to promote girls/women’s sports - 

netball, hockey etc. I think girls need to see more females playing sports to inspire and 

encourage them. 

• Assume the pitches would generate income eg letting them for usage. Marketing to 

promote the pitches, package to attract key leagues and high profile events. 

• Generate interest - reforming teams to use the facilities. Potential to pre-book slots of time 

and days to get people signed up. 

• Have more events there. 

 

 

92 additional responses were made to question 4 which were alternative suggestions for 

use of the site, rather than amendments to the preferred option.  They are listed below.  
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Where the response is judged to be in response to question 5, and the respondent has 

not repeated the same response at question 5, the comment has been added to the 

question 5 responses.   

 

• If budgets allow in the future, I would suggest a skate park - the one near B&Q is not 

that big and generally very busy. 

• Roller skating. Trampolining (like the jump at Rotherham). 

• I think the play area is very suitable for up to 5 year olds approximately, then there is 

nothing for 6-11 year olds. I think we need another play area for that group and a coffee 

shop. Sheffield has a marvellous park for families. You can spend hours there with 

parents sitting on rugs and keeping an eye. We are very lacking and its rubbish 

compared to Sheffield. 

• Paddling pool will benefit. It will bring more revenue to cafe and train in park. 

• Paddling pool. 

• Outdoor paddling pool. 

• Alternative outdoor leisure could be put onto QPSC and be run by the council, adding 

OED to the offerings at QPSC, generating income for the council and creating new 

leisure facilities for the new centre. 

• A water fun park, like Mansfield Water Meadows or Doncaster Dome, incorporating 

trampolining and other fun activities for kids. There is nothing like it in the area. 3G 

pitches are available to hire from most schools. The new pool is good for swimmers but 

not for kids. 

• An indoor area suitable for sports events, rock/pop concerts, conferences, exhibitions 

etc. Could also comprise bar/restaurant. 

• Football leagues and sports bar 

• I would have personally liked to have seen an ice rink in Chesterfield 

• Perhaps you could add athletics facilities after destroying Queens Park Annexe. 50m 

indoor sprint straight? Could encourage income from athletics club - winter sports 

events? 

• I think an ice rink would benefit people who cannot travel, therefore missing the 

opportunity. 

• Ice rink or roller skating 

• I was shocked to hear of the planned demolition of a building which is attractive, solar 

panelled and provided popular family and adult activities. The loss of the water flume 

was a surprise and sadness and the new pools are without it. Given that it is a done 

deal, shopping and housing are not needed, have many empty shops and long needy 

areas like Walton Works. Core tasks should be sports related, complement existing new 

resources and provide facilities that are not duplicated elsewhere. 

• Already plenty of facilities for football rugby etc. Chesterfield needs something new. An 

indoor trampoline park such as at Rotherham. It was very busy all day and night with 

parties and classes from toddlers to older generation. Many people don't have transport 

to get to other cities for facilities such as this. 

• Indoor cricket facility that has a roof ensuring 52 weeks a year bookings. Demand from 

local clubs and kids is there but there is no facility anywhere near that caters for this. It 
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could double up as football, hockey but mainly would support a traditional sport that is 

rapidly decreasing in participants due to a lack of facilities. 

• Outdoor swimming pool & paddling poor for kids, as we don’t have an outdoor one for 

miles. Would be very popular in summer 

• To have a proper athletics running track on or around one pitch, so that athletics training 

can be offered with proper facilities. Would then offer the chance to hold athletic 

competitions and benefit from revenue raised by these. 

• Walk in pool for disabled. 

• Skating rink. Something like Doncaster Dome (skating, laser quest). Activities to keep 

teens occupied. 

• Health centre eg. spa/beauty/massage, also include slimming clubs. Also improve 

facilities for disabled people and kids play area inside and crèche. 

• In the preferred use options, athletics stands out, because there are already a number 

of facilities for the other sports mentioned. How many tennis courts are there in the 

Borough for public use? 

• Surely there is no need for these facilities, schools already have these. Provide 

something different, or exciting. What a shame there is not an ice rink nearby or diving 

boards. 

• I do not agree that there is no demand for an ice rink. I have said for years this is what 

the youngsters need. A lot have to travel to Sheffield at a cost. It would be a very good 

payer and get children off the streets and stop boredom 

• Inclusion of outdoor multi gym equipment for adults and also the possibility of a paddling 

pool/water site for use by young children. Retaining one of the 3G pitches as a 

compromise. Not all Borough residents would benefit from use of the 3G pitches. 

• We need a running track. Can you add one around the perimeter? We need athletics 

provision; there are already a lot of 3G pitches in Chesterfield. 

• I feel that number 6 would be the best option. A 'shed' type building isn't essential and 

an alternative design could easily be just as functional. Many children would benefit from 

these facilities and not all have the means and transport to access them in other towns. 

• Wanting something like number 6 put in place so we don't have to travel to other towns 

or cities. Not everyone has cars and public transport is expensive for a family. 

• Skate park for varying abilities and ages of children and young adults. Something pro 

cycling. Cafe, coffee shop, tea room, to create a community hub. 

• Open up to nature walks and cycle rides. 

• I do feel a skate park/board park and slopes etc. would be good for young people 

unable to go to other towns or unable to afford that. We must think of the young people 

of this town, something for them to do. 

• Cycle track/velodrome as an addition. There used to be one on QP (where cricket pitch 

is). Covered, therefore all-weather use. 

• I would support use of part of the site to provide social housing for younger people who 

would not object to and may use the sports facilities on offer. 

• A 9 hole pitch and putt golf course. 

• Add a conference hall/business venue. 

• It should include a free tennis court and concrete table tennis equipment as in Bakewell 

and Millhouses parks. 
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• Ice skating 

• Outdoor volleyball area. Running track possibly with exercise stations as used abroad a 

lot. Outdoor gym equipment. 

• Maybe a sand based area with volleyball net 

• Outdoor small water park, like Bakewell, Matlock and Millhouses. 

• Is there room for a running track? An outdoor climbing wall? 

• Never have enough shopping centres, more home shops, kids clothes shops etc. 

• Like the idea of some cultural use for the site. Chesterfield hasn't got an art gallery and 

this is missing from the town. 

• I think it is very important that athletics is supported as the new Queen's Park replaced 

the old athletics track. If any athletics track was incorporated into the proposals I would 

change my view to "strongly agree". It is unclear at present how athletics is to be made 

a feature on your 3G plans. 

• Bike park, outdoor gym 

• Not to knock it down completely. Find funding from some source. Keep Queen's Park as 

the sports centre for events being held by Derbyshire teams. 

• Children’s paddling pool 

• Nothing to do with football, shopping centre or anything apart from sport. 

• Hotel. 

• No idea now. You seem to have rejected most of the ideas I would have had. Skate 

boarding facility? 

• Would be great to have an outdoor swimming area plus suitable for SUP canoe/kayak 

training. 

• A running track, as they have been lost by Brookfield School and the new leisure centre. 

• It's called football not soccer. Replace the tennis courts lost on the annex. 

• An indoor activity centre with recreational facilities should not be discarded. These can 

be used as a good source of income if run properly. Please do not discount because of 

the way a building may look on the outside. Think of the benefits for the local 

community. People of Chesterfield do not want to go to other towns and cities for these 

facilities. A pavilion / bar would also be an asset to attract local sports organisations to 

use the facilities. Use the University of Sheffield’s Graham Solley Centre as a good 

example of what can be achieved. A well thought out design can add to the area, not 

necessarily deter from it. We need to keep Chesterfield communities in Chesterfield and 

not let them go to other towns nearby. 

• Indoor cricket 

• See previous suggestions. I think this is a short sighted option which might be perceived 

as safe, but quite honestly is boring, given how much work is being done across the 

borough to develop other sites for a range of sports through community initiatives.  A 

horticultural study centre of excellence would attract people from all over the UK, add 

value to Queens Park, promote Chesterfield to a wider audience (if marketed properly), 

capitalise on a market gap, could connect with local allotment groups, support the 

sustainability, environmental agenda. Is totally fundable through good partnership 

working, could bring in apprenticeships as well as academic qualifications, attract 

visitors from other areas. It looks like you've already decided, but if democracy has any 

power, then why not reconsider something more imaginative 
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• I don't agree with some of the discounted alternatives and would like to see this area 

dedicated to use by children of the borough and visitors. 

• A purpose built high tech office building for CBC / DCC / University of Derby employees 

allowing Town Hall to be altered and changed to be specific for civic / weddings etc. 

• Anything that allows kids and more precisely teenagers to play in all weathers, as since 

you have removed the diving boards and slide from the swimming pool they have less 

facilities to occupy their time. 

• Turn it into an ice rink, everyone wants one. 

• Keep the large pitch area and on the site of the smaller pitch area put a splash park 

• Indoor ice skating arena, plus an option for other sports for the community.  Why should 

people have to travel to Sheffield or Sutton for this facility? 

• Consider a mixed use leisure complex: ice skating, roller skating, a number of indoor 

activities, even concerts. A company such as Sheffield International Venues would be 

well placed to coordinate such a venture. Providing alternative activities and developing 

new skills would surely be beneficial to our community both young and old and would 

reduce anti-social behaviour! 

• Yes a water park. 

• Hireable rooms for community use -- learning courses, martial arts, yoga etc. 

• The 3G pitches will be useless for athletics and only a full 400m synthetic track will 

provide the facilities desperately lacking in the town. 

• Indoor provision, you are limiting yourselves to a few sports in the area that will 

predominately use the facility in the winter and in the evenings. It will be dormant in the 

warmer seasons and also the day time. 

• I think a multi-function venue with climbing, skating, high rope, adventure play, fitness 

and well-being would be far better and provide venues to a much wider range of 

clientele. 

• I like the indoor provision as there is no large indoor area for large group activities such 

as football etc. Could be one half indoor and one half outdoor? 

• In the short days of winter and during bad weather the children's play facilities within the 

park are unusable. An all-weather (indoor) children's activities and play area would be 

much more useful as this has been omitted from the new QP centre, something similar 

to that at the HLC but with the addition of swings and slides would provide an all-

weather, all season option for activities. 

• Alternative outdoor leisure provision. 

• I'd like to see the space used to provide an indoor area for families with children, such 

as the one at Staveley Healthy Living Centre, which has soft play, and other facilities. 

This would provide an all-weather facility for families with children, forming a natural 

extension to the outdoor area provided by the park which surrounds it. There really is 

nowhere in the centre of Chesterfield which can provide this. During the winter months 

the park does have limited appeal for families or people looking after children (e.g. 

childminders) 

• A caravan park with hook-up facilities, affiliated to the Caravan Club. 

• The previous Queen's Park Annex site was for athletics etc. and had stood empty and 

unused for many years. Although could be a good idea if used for such things as 

archery clubs or other outdoor activities that interest a whole range of age groups. 
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• JUMP INC 

• I would prefer to have an outdoor paddling pool, for kids , which I think would add 

entertainment, to the already brilliant park 

• I think there should be a disabled home for people so that they can go and walk round 

and look at the views, also it should have a memorial for Queen Elizabeth 

• Bike track 

• I still think we should have a trampoline park too 

• Personally I think there should be an all leisure sports track for go kart's and running and 

all the sports that need tracks. 

• Trampoline park because it’s for the young ones. 

• I would prefer to have an animal petting place in Chesterfield not Sheffield like Graves 

Park where we can pet the animals and feed then animal food. 

• I would prefer more of an animal zone, it would have to have grass/fake grass down and 

large containment places for them to go. It would be a good place for all people to go 

and maybe a small fee of 2 or 3 pound a person, therefore it is bringing in money and is 

something for all the family to do. 

• An athletics stadium. 

• I personally think that there should be a jump inc there for everyone, babies, kids, 

teenagers but put separate parts so that nobody gets hurt if the bigger kids are rough. 

• I think they should use the money towards activities such as trampoline parks, skate-

parks, waterparks and ice skating rinks. 

• I think that there should be a trampoline park or a snow dome or go carting to get more 

money. 

• Trampoline park. 

• Better than grass. 

• Indoor trampoline park ,outdoor swimming pool, elderly and disabled clubs and 

activities, pet adoption centre, toddler and children clubs, fairground, zoo, maze, ice 

rink. 
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8. Appendix 4: If you can suggest an alternative option that you feel would meet the 

principles, please tell us about it, and why you think it would be suitable. 

 

In support of preferred option / variation 

• None - this is a great idea as it will bring life into the park in the evening and will aid 'self-

policing' of the park. 

• I agree totally with the idea of the 3G pitches. There is definitely a shortage of top of the 

range facilities like this so I am very excited at the prospect of this. 

• I think that 3G pitches are essential - there should be no alternative. 

• NO - go for 3G! 

• Exactly the same scheme but with an all-weather surface that is suitable for all sports 

including hockey. 

• The mini league should be for all ages and also if it is made, always have someone 

supervising. 

• I think there should be an all-weather pitch as sports can be played whatever the weather. 

• Multi- purpose pitch suitable for all games including field hockey - not all 3G pitches can be 

suitable for field hockey - consult with England hockey. 

• I would not personally use such a facility but if it is thought that it would be financially viable 

then it seems a good use. 

Nature and Wildlife 

• Falconry Centre/Aviary/Nature Sanctuary or ice rink. 

• Butterfly house or some sort of greenhouse that charges admission and educates people 

on nature. This would be able to generate income and fit the criteria that the council has 

laid out. 

• Add animal rehoming and take in. 

Athletics 

• Athletics facilities to replace the ones destroyed to build a poor replacement for the pool - 

water meadows type facilities would have been better. 

• I can see that 3G football provision is a money spinner but worry that other sports such as 

athletics are not being given enough attention. 

• We lost the old athletics track where the new Queen’s park is. Could include a track 

somewhere within the plans. 

• An accurate 800m running track which spreads as much as it possibly can around the Old 

Queen’s Park. It meets the principles as it would not cost the council a lot of money and fit 

in with the outer environment of Chesterfield as there are many leisure centres surrounding 

the area. 

• I think that there should be a running track for all ages because it is keeping people fit and 

also it’s a nice place to run with your mates.  I think it should be 800m so you can have a 
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good run and also it should use up as much space as possible so you can overtake in case 

the person in front is slower. 

• A running track or some more gymnastics centres. 

• 800 metre running track. 

 

Extending the park / community garden 

• A community garden/allotment, supported by local groups. Farm. Sensory garden, in 

keeping with current park and listed status. Build an outdoor centre for schools to learn 

creativity/garden skills. 

• The park is a beautiful area, could you extend the park into gardens and walks. Other 

outdoor sporting activities. 

• Trees planted as sign of new life to the area. 

• Self-financing hot house. 

• Think I've already done that, with a horticulture centre of excellence, students of a different 

discipline would come to Chesterfield and add to local economy, there is more opportunity 

for vocational as well as academic learning, links with and pathways into tourism industry, 

boosting profile of Queen’s Park. There are so many other routes into Sport as a career 

choice I think this would be a missed opportunity to provide local people with something 

valued in local culture. Just because there's a government spotlight on child obesity it 

doesn't mean the focus should be on sport - you might think this is most fundable, but 

horticultural work, which is good for mental and physical health, provided by a study centre 

might attract more funding in the long run and more delivery partners. 

• An open or covered arboretum. 

• Park extension is for all. Your proposal is exclusively for young men only. The facility needs 

to be suitable for women/girls and older people as well. Cultural use with a café plus an all-

weather play/sports area for everyone could be combined. 

• Incorporating the park back into the green space. Understand there would be initial costs 

but as the park is already quite large and is very well looked after I can't see why there 

would be an extreme extra cost in creating a more green space. Ideally, it would be nice to 

see a botanical garden feature like at Sheffield but not quite as grand, I realise this would 

be extra cost but the council already does a good job in maintaining the park, the skills are 

already in place so it would be nice to see a wild garden/green space. 

• The land should be re-instated as park land. 

• The land should be reinstated as park land. The proposal by CBC will be yet another costly 

farce and place a cost-burden on the Council Tax payers for many years to come. 

• I think the site should be returned to park as it would have been originally. Yes there will be 

costs for the maintenance of this but I think these could be met by existing resources by re- 

prioritising work schedules and the frequency of maintenance. For example I feel the 

frequency of grass cutting around the town hall is excessive and could be done less. Also 

the high maintenance flower beds which I assume are also costly could be removed and 

either grassed down or replaced with less high maintenance more permanent planting. If 

this was done across the borough I am sure the costs of maintaining the new park area 

could be met from existing budgets. 
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• An extension of the park would be of minimum cost. extra green space in town centre would 

be ideal 

• Botanical garden type area with cafeteria, something for everyone rather than just 'sporty' 

people. Something different for the area and extends the park 'indoors'. 

• Extend park. Football, 5 a side pitches, tennis courts, teen play area. 

Tennis Courts 

• Tennis court? 

• Tennis courts 

• Add/include tennis courts 

 

Skate Boarding 

• Football etc. is ok, but not everyone’s cup of tea. What about the youth who like boarding 

etc. Consider this as an option. Not everyone is a team player. 

• Indoor Skate-park - Currently there are little to no places that skaters can go to other than 

the one by the B&Q and small sites.  Skateboarding is becoming quite popular and with it 

now featuring in the Olympics it would be good to house an indoor skate-park to give 

children a safe place to skate and also develop their skills  

• Not an alternative but an addition. How about a small outdoor skate park? It would be close 

to the town centre (not stuck out on a dump near B&Q) so the people using it would feel 

part of the community. It would be of minimum cost and if you build a good one you could 

charge a small fee for using it. 

• I think having a skate park would be a great thought because most riders want a new skate-

park.  

• Skate-parks, go karting and trampoline parks. 

• I think that there should be a skate park, rock climbing. 

• I think other sites are available for the use you suggest. I think something for the age 

groups 11-16 in the form of a skateboard/BMX park would benefit an age group who don't 

seem to be well catered for at present. 

 

Trampolining 

• How many people will realistically benefit from 3G pitches? Not a great deal.  Chesterfield 

needs community spirit and facilities that are family orientated; perhaps something for all 

ages, like a trampoline park, ice skating etc., this would generate income plus open up job 

opportunities for many people who struggle to find work in the area. 

• Trampoline park (similar to jump inc) 

• Trampoline park? Indoor paintball centre? Ice rink and have our own ice hockey team 

• Trampolining centre. There are a number of similar businesses in Derby and Doncaster 

which are very popular and keep in with the fitness, sports side of things. 

• Jump inc. 

• Trampoline park. 
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• A trampoline park because more money would be coming in and more people would go to 

the new building. 

• Trampoline park. 

• Well a suitable place to go to have fun is a trampoline park because you can have fun with 

your friends and have a nice time out. 

• Trampolining should be there. 

• For the kids that like to play on trampolines outdoors. 

• There could still be the 3G pitches, just not as many, so other things such as a trampoline 

park could be fitted. I feel it should really be a multi-use centre so to attract a broad 

spectrum of families, making activities available to all. To be honest, the new leisure centre 

really missed the opportunity to do something great, like Barnsley metronome etc. That 

would have been brilliant- various activities appealing to all and would have probably 

attracted income from people in surrounding areas. 

• Trampoline park or ice skating rink. 

• Indoor trampoline park or crazy golf. 

 

Other indoor leisure provision 

• Indoor bowls and archery etc. 

• Why not build dance/drama rehearsal spaces for young people working on individual/group 

projects. You could charge a small fee for hire of the studios and will encourage more 

young people to be creative. 

• Drama, dance, performing arts studios that could be rented out and generate an income. 

• Would a climbing wall or ten pin bowling bring in extra revenue? 

• Paintball centre- brings in good money and gets lots of people playing and brings the 

community together. I play paintball competitively and I'm driving over two hours to play, but 

I meet thousands and thousands of people.  We could put Chesterfield on the map and 

bring in new people to our community. 

• There is a vast amount of space around the new site which could be utilised by building 

new pitches etc. but there is a lack of gymnastic and dance facilities onsite, other than the 

classes which aren't covered in the contract for direct debit users. 

• Indoor bowling green - increasingly popular and not yet provided in Chesterfield. Flexible 

car parking area- could be used to accommodate travelling funfairs and other events. 

• Indoor sports hall/martial arts centre/soft play area. With the above in mind you are not 

limiting yourselves to a few sports but catering for all. 

• I think a multi-function venue with climbing, skating, high rope, adventure play, fitness and 

well-being would be far better and provide venues to a much wider range of clientele. 

Water play 

• I would like to see a splash park for children. Like Fairy Dell in Skegness or the ones in 

Bakewell and Matlock. Also another cafe so there is not a monopoly in QP making it 

prohibitively expensive. Car parking that is for the park and priced like it used to be (50p for 

2 hours). 
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• Children’s splash park. We don't have any in Chesterfield so it would be a fantastic addition 

to the park. It would fit in with the park and increase visitors too. If cost is a concern I 

wouldn't mind paying a small fee to use it as it's cheaper than travelling to Bakewell, 

Sheffield or Matlock etc. and revenue could be raised from refreshment outlets. This would 

not cover the whole site so a 3G pitch could still be provided. 

• A splash park would bring visitors into the area. A reasonably priced coffee shop and ice 

cream van would generate income. It's currently £2.90 for one ice cream which puts me off. 

No building is needed; a coffee van similar to the one in Eastwood Park would work well. 

• Outdoor splash water sprinkles etc. Something for families and children. Ice skating is a 

very good idea and don't see why this is not possible with good design. 

• A small water park for the children like Bakewell and Matlock. This would encourage people 

to the town. We have nothing like this. Millhouses Park in Sheffield also has one. These 

parks get very busy. 

• Paddling pool as at Matlock, Bakewell and Sheffield.  Paddling pool facilities would be good 

to have at Queen's Park. 

• Outdoor water play area for the kids, such as they have at Hall Leas Park in Matlock. 

• I think we should add a water feature, like a walk through pool, splash area or even a 

fountain to the park, something like Rotherham Clifton Park has. This will bring tenants and 

residents together and the park will be used a lot more. I am a big believer in you have to 

spend a little to get a little. The footfall on the park isn’t that great to be honest compared to 

other parks unless you can tell me otherwise? Our park is good but not great. 

• Water features. 

• A splash park with coffee/ice cream cabin. 

• A water play area for the younger children which would encourage more families into the 

park. 

• A water park. 

• I visited Rintlen in Germany who had a fabulous outdoor lido complete with small paddling 

pool, separate whirlpool and separate high board diving pool creating a fun park 

experience.  It was very popular for residents and tourist alike and I'm sure generated funds 

for the council. I'm sure using the space wisely there would also be room for an ice rink as 

well for the winter months?  If we want to put chesterfield on the map for tourists this is the 

ideal opportunity. 

• I would prefer to have an outdoor paddling pool, for kids, which I think would add 

entertainment to the already brilliant park. 

• I think a splash/wet play area would be good for children. At the moment I have to take my 

grandchildren to Bakewell or Matlock for one. Also a new play area for junior school 

children as the present one is poor. 

• Paddling pool. 

• A paddling pool will bring more income to Queen’s park eg cafe and train. It will benefit the 

park. 

• A children’s splash park would add greatly to the park. It could be sponsored by local 

businesses to subsidise costs. 

• I think we should have a water park like the one at Matlock. Being a mum of two boys, aged 

2 and 7 and a teacher's assistant, it's obvious we need something similar and would 
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become very popular like an ice rink. We have plenty of sport academies and schools 

aimed at sports. 

• Chesterfield would benefit from a fun pool. CBC missed a trick when building a new sports 

centre in not providing for the children. A fun pool would provide year-long revenue and 

something for the kids to do. 

• A water play area, running cost covered by the pitches. 

Children’s play area 

• I think the site should be used to promote children’s play to tackle obesity and not just the 

few. We already have an outside pitch in Queen's Park. Should be made into a child’s park 

age 3-12 as neither currently caters for such children. 

• Soft play, trampoline centre, youth clubs. 

• It's a park for the people. Can you not even put another children's playground there. 

• Adventure play area could encourage a more interactive area for younger people. Revenue 

could be achieved by charging entry and from a coffee shop. An alternative to indoor soft 

play. 

• Child's play area that is superior to existing offers in the area. 

• An indoor all weather children's play area would be more useful to residents as during bad 

weather and the dark winter days it's not possible to use the park.  It would extend the 

usefulness of the park throughout the year and provide more value for residents. 

• The soft play/family centre option as mentioned in my previous comment. 

• I think the play area is very suitable for children up to 5 years old approximately, then there 

is nothing for 6-11 year olds. I think we need another play area for that group and a coffee 

shop. Sheffield has a marvellous park for families. You can spend hours there with parents 

sitting on rugs and keeping an eye. We are very lacking and it is rubbish compared to 

Sheffield. 

• Something should be put in place for older children, say 8-14 years. There doesn't seem to 

be enough recreation for them. 

Ice rink 

• Ice rink. Diving facility. 

• As a parent of two boys I strongly feel that an ice rink is the best way forward. Storage can 

be built to enhance the building and painted with flowers and other things to help it blend in 

with the park. 

• Ice rink in existing sports hall without swimming pool building. The ice rink next to the EIS in 

Sheffield is not a shed building. 

• Ice rink. People can learn to skate. Help to get local ice hockey team. 

• Sell land to a developer for an ice rink if you don't feel one would make a profit. Everyone 

I've spoken to thinks Chesterfield needs one. 

• I would still like to see an ice rink in Chesterfield. I am sure that it would have a large 

enough catchment area to be financially viable. Ice Sheffield is always busy from 6.00 a.m. 

until late with people traveling long distances to use the facility. It would also offer a wider 

choice of recreational sport to the residents of Chesterfield and its surrounding areas. An 
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ice rink would offer fun and exercise for all age groups, nationwide competitive sport and 

also revenue from parents and spectators of the various options. 

• An outdoor Ice Rink. There is not a huge amount of things to do for young people in 

Chesterfield and there is already a plethora of all-weather pitches and playing spaces for 

sports such as football and the like. An Ice Rink would give people a much needed extra 

option and would be used more by members of the public rather than the few on sports 

teams. An outdoor one could be used in summer for sports such as basketball/roller 

skating. 

• Yes I think we would benefit from an ice skating rink as I explained in the other box. 

• I do think ice skating/high rope course/climbing, would be popular but I also think a more 

local athletics venue (it’s a long way to Tupton Hall School) would be good. Sheffield ice 

skating is quite a way to go but is always busy.  Would be really good for the youth of 

Chesterfield, same with a climbing wall or similar. I am not sure how busy the high rope 

course is at Sheffield but the one at Scarborough is always busy! These venues are also 

popular for children's parties etc. so good income generation. I am upset the athletics field 

at Chesterfield is no longer there. 

• An ice rink would generate income. Would improve the quality of life for young people, 

providing an activity. Adults could have something in Chesterfield to do other than go to the 

pubs. If anyone wants to go ice skating currently they have to go out of town. Generating 

income for another borough. Would complement the park as equally as anything else. An 

all-weather activity. Potential for parties, events, competitions, shows and would lure people 

from out of town to utilise the facility! 

• An ice rink is what the younger generation of Chesterfield need. 

• I believe you should ask the residents. Especially as there are ample football grounds / 

fields to use. If you build another one it will affect others or be affected by your own 

principles of being fully utilised. The only one that Chesterfield does not have is the roller/ 

ice skating option. 

• I cannot believe the council has discarded indoor leisure eg ice skating, roller skating 

option, saying demand is not there. Families and schools go to other towns eg (small 

Sutton in Ashfield) Doncaster, Rotherham because there is nothing in Chesterfield. 

Trampolining (such as the jump in Rotherham) where everyone travels to. The term shed 

building? Is Sutton in Ashfield a shed building? Have the council seen how other towns are 

so busy? 

• I strongly feel an ice rink would be a good idea. We used to use the rink at Sutton-In 

Ashfield but it seemed old and dated. Doncaster Dome is quite a long way away. I believe it 

would be a major attraction to the people in the area. 

• Ice skating rink, or other fun activities. 

• Ice skating rink. 

• An ice rink doesn't have to look like a shed. Have a look at bounce trampoline sites always 

extremely busy. 

• Ice rink. 

• When saying facilities such as ice rink or skate park would not be utilised - where is the 

evidence to support this? Concerns over who would bid for the proposed plan, they would 

want to make money - would this then make the facilities too expensive for families to 

actually use? 
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• I feel an ice rink would be an ideal option for this site. The dismissal of this option by the 

council shows very little foresight and saying a 'shed' type building is needed is downright 

incorrect. While it is the simplest building to house such a facility there are many examples 

worldwide of attractive facilities housing an ice rink.  I would even suggest the existing 

building could be converted or adapted rather than wasting money demolishing it. Further, 

the building provided could have additional functions - a cafe / restaurant would be popular 

during daytime with park users whilst providing catering options for rink users in the 

evening. Further, this area is building an ice hockey tradition - Sheffield has two teams and 

Nottingham has one. Chesterfield could easily get in on the action forming a local rivalry 

and hopefully achieving national success with a modest investment. There are plenty of 

local businesses who could be persuaded to sponsor a team and they are relatively low 

cost to operate. As the game is known in the area, building a fan base would be easier than 

elsewhere. It could bring wider exposure to the area as well as encouraging local people to 

take up an activity which bring fitness benefits. Ice Sheffield is always very busy and as the 

Motorpoint Arena and the National Ice Centre are often used for concerts there would even 

be scope to host 'home' matches for the larger teams on occasion if the facility was large 

enough.  Another benefit of this option would be to provide a facility within the borough for 

larger events such as concerts, exhibitions and so on. The town has very few leisure 

options so somewhere larger concerts and events could take place would always be a 

benefit. The fairly central location and local parking options would be beneficial for this sort 

of use of the site, as opposed to a football facility which would be better suited nearer the 

users. 

• I cannot understand why a town like Chesterfield has no facilities like Sutton in Ashfield and 

Rotherham. We have to travel there for trampolining and ice skating. Why couldn’t the 

council bear this in mind? It would have brought loads of visitors to the town. 

Cycling 

• I think a race track is suitable because it will be good for everyone.  BMX races on 

Saturdays, go karts on Monday, Wednesday and Friday anytime.  Disabled on Tuesdays or 

Thursdays and if there's enough people they could also be on Sundays. 

• Bike track. 

• Possibly a bike trail. 

 

Other outdoor leisure provision 

• Outdoor fitness equipment for adults that is suitable for use by people with mobility issues 

eg wheelchair users, amputees. To increase physical activity for people with low incomes 

that can't afford entrance fees. Cost of maintenance could be covered via exercise on 

prescription, grant funding.  Capital expenditure could also be covered by grant funding, 

endowment and crowd funding. 

• I've always felt Chesterfield lacked a crazy golf area. 

• Something to attract visitors. Leisure complex, skating, roller skating, trampoline park. 

• Option 7 is most suitable. The town already has numerous all weather pitches for team 

sports, notably at high schools, whereas it offers nothing for alternative sports. Being on the 
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edge of the Peak District, a climbing wall/high rope walk would be logical, plus attract day 

trippers and tourists. I would disagree about option 7 being a cost. Indeed this would 

generate significant revenue, attracting families to the site, who additionally will spend on 

parking and amenities in the town. 

• Outdoor swim, kayak, canoe, SUP training area, community orchard. 

• An area where people, mainly younger, can enjoy outdoor activities such as zip-lines, 

climbing, tree walks, almost like go ape for example. Or a trampoline park, this would make 

such a high income as a lot of people go elsewhere out of Chesterfield and people really 

enjoy this. It also can be rented for gymnastics or have a separate area to be booked for 

the more advanced. People could book parties for children etc. 

• Consider a mixed use leisure complex: ice skating, roller skating, a number of indoor 

activities, even concerts. A company such as Sheffield International Venues would be well 

placed to coordinate such a venture. Providing alternative activities and developing new 

skills would surely be beneficial to our community both young and old and would reduce 

anti-social behaviour! 

• Possibly selling the site to a company who could turn the area into alternate leisure 

facilities...If the council do not have the funds themselves. Chesterfield NEEDS a facility 

such as ice skating, roller skating, high ropes, trampoline park. Something "fun" for the kids, 

whilst promoting healthy living, rather than them having to travel elsewhere (and where the 

parents have to take them). 

• Re-examine the indoor/outdoor options for alternative activities. Climbing, adult soft gym, 

high ropes would be popular and nearest facilities are not easily accessible. Eg Climbing 

Works is the nearest venue in Sheffield and the travelling time deters use. Sheffield has at 

least 2 such facilities which are always very busy. 

• A wider range of sports instead of the normal 'ball' type. Table tennis, badminton, small 

scale golf, trampoline, all could be used outdoors. 

• Alternative outdoor leisure provision. 

• My proposal for a Caravan Club affiliated caravan site has a range of potential benefits: 1. It 

could be supervised by staff at the new leisure centre, thereby incurring few ongoing 

running costs. 2. It would be advertised nationally to raise the profile of Chesterfield and 

bring more visitors/revenue to the town. The advertising slant would be relatively 

straightforward - landscaped location adjacent to the Victorian Queen's Park, gateway to 

the Peak District and Matlock, within a five minute walk of the historic market town centre of 

Chesterfield with its museum, Thursday flea market etc. 3. It would be feasible to include 

free access to the leisure centre facilities as part of the cost to the customer of staying in 

the caravan park. 4. It could be used as a springboard to develop more activities in the park 

with people being able to stay in the caravan park to visit the event. The park has a large 

underused green space and two bandstands. Various weekend events could be staged in 

these areas including 1940s weekend, 1950s weekend, activity weekend (e.g. bringing in 

an outdoor climbing wall), cycling festival (this is particularly pertinent now that the hub from 

the Queen's Park to the railway station and onwards to Rother Valley and Poolsbrook 

Country parks via the canal footpath is open. 5. The site already has basic facilities such as 

water supply, drainage and mains electricity. I see the benefits of this proposal, when allied 

to a development of further cultural activities such as those outlined, as being a way for 

Chesterfield to develop, attracting more visitors to the town with the added potential 
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benefits of creating opportunity for shops and businesses that reflect the new activities (e.g. 

pop-up shops in the park). 

• A good mix of outdoor adventure pursuits such as climbing as previously considered. 

• Aquarium, Library, Cinema. 

• Have fairs there. 

• If the preferred solution is an outdoor facility then a 3G pitch is the only facility that could 

turn a profit although cost effective management would be an issue. If there are just outdoor 

3G pitches how would this be achieved? If there is a combined indoor and outdoor facility 

then a permanent presence is a more realistic solution. The research done for the Rother 

Physical Inactivity project highlights the local issues in the Rother Ward. The survey and the 

subsequent focus group [with parents and carers] produced a number of relevant 

conclusions: • There are real concerns about the safety of their community for them and 

their children e.g. going out after dark, the state of public spaces, concern about the 

behaviour of others • Affordability of provision is a concern. £2-3 per activity is about right 

but there is not much available at this price • The outdoor asset base is average at best • 

There is a lack of good quality, accessible indoor spaces. There is a need for more indoor 

community space suitable and appropriate for physical activity and sport • There is a need 

for more under 5s play provision These conclusions would indicate that another solution is 

required than the preferred option of just outdoor 3G pitches and that an indoor facility 

might better serve the needs of the local population. Therefore another solution could be to 

demolish all of the current buildings apart from the sports hall. Build a new reception area, 

changing rooms and plant room utilising the existing solar panels and refurbish the building 

externally to enable it to fit in more harmoniously with the park setting. Internally the sports 

hall space of 1400 sqm could be used for various activities and user groups. For example: • 

Under 5s – A multi-functional, low fenced, cushioned floor area used for different, low cost 

activities • Over 5s – An area used for non-traditional sports such as climbing/bouldering or 

an indoor skate park. • Or alternatively, surfaced to provide two 3G five-a-side pitches so 

that this, combined with the outdoor pitches, is operated as a 5-a-side football centre. The 

remaining areas, the two car parks and the pool site, could be used for additional 3G 

pitches (supplementing the existing one), extra car parking or returned to the park. The 

reception area would be used to manage the whole facility. 

• Paintball/archery/ice rink. All ages could enjoy time here. There is no place in Chesterfield 

that does things like this so we have to travel to Sheffield for example. It would be a 

fantastic way for people to not be getting in trouble on the streets and a whole lot of fun. 

• Alternative outdoor leisure could be put onto QPSC and be run by the council adding OED 

to the offerings at QPSC generating income for the council and creating new leisure 

facilities for the new centre. 

• Also a teen/young adult gym area outdoors would be good. There are many 3G pitches 

available for hire at local secondary schools if needed, or they could be co-located with the 

children's play area. 

Office space, community rooms, events, exhibitions etc. 

• Due to my viewing of the disabled Olympics, turn this into a sports stadium for the use of 

people less able than others ie the disabled. 
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• I would like to see an appropriate outdoor venue/facility that resembles an amphitheatre; 

one that could be used locally and by national companies - by the people of Chesterfield to 

meet/hold concerts, outdoor plays - open play area - educational meeting area. It has an 

area suitable, and would be in keeping with park facilities. The facilities should be open air 

(limit cost for maintenance) and open (no cost to use). 

• My suggestion is one you have discarded ie a building suitable for meetings and other 

exhibitions. This would not compete with existing meeting rooms which are generally poor 

ie the Winding Wheel, the Pomegranate and the Museum have no car parking for exhibitors 

or visitors. Such a centre would bring in revenue, visitors to the town and would be used by 

all generations, male and female. 

• Especially in changing seasons and weather, to use as a pavilion meeting place, over spill 

of new sports centre as Queen's Park is one of the main attractions of Chesterfield for 

locals, tourists coming here. Please do not demolish this place completely. 

• A large museum to house a lot more items (local of course), the sale or rent of old museum 

should generate some cash for the Council. 

• Build new council offices and let out the Town Hall for a good income 

• I feel a learning/events building/discovery centre would be of great advantage to the park, 

community and potentially visitors to the town. Seeing the popularity of existing letting 

rooms and buildings in Chesterfield such as Hasland village hall and the Market hall 

assembly rooms, I feel a building like this would only help complement this service. It could 

be a simple but aesthetically pleasing multi-purpose building, I envisage that this could be 

hired out and used by a large number of local groups for lectures and meetings including 

schools, scout groups and the like. It would also be a useful building for current and 

potential future events such as outdoor cinema, school holiday activity groups and wedding 

events. The building would not need to be overly large so would still leave room on the land 

for a 3G all weather pitch. Not only would it be in keeping but embrace the council’s healthy 

and active outlook for its residents as a place that was able to reflect the beauty of the park 

and encourage active learning. It could become a real asset and jewel, not only of the park 

but of the town.  A hive of activity from tots going on bug hunts and nature rambles, people 

using the beauty of the park to create a stunning wedding reception backdrop or even just 

to enliven a lecture. I feel this option could help with being inclusive to some of the other 

propositions that on their own would not be viable. There would be room for a 3G pitch and 

multipurpose room/rooms where cultural events could take place like the art exhibitions and 

gallery (encouraging visitors into the town). A place of healthy activity and learning, a 

modern dynamic energy and environmentally efficient building sat alongside the grade II 

listed park showing how Chesterfield can embrace care for and be proud of its past but un-

afraid to step into a modern world forging a positive future of mind and body for its people. I 

would not see a building like this ever being unused in Chesterfield especially on such a 

prime site for development. I feel the 3G pitches are good if no other worthwhile ideas come 

forward but as a leading contender for the lands use it is very uninspiring. I have spent a lot 

of time in the park and rarely saw the exiting pitch in use and there is nothing more 

disappointing to see than that amount of prime land being underused. The pitches seem a 

better idea than nothing but very lack lustre at the same time. 

• Good health and wellbeing centre of some kind. Invite small local businesses or new set 

ups who offer goods, address community needs and services which promote good health, 
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recreational activity at affordable and accessible prices. The spaces should create a 'well- 

being village'. Vendors rent a 'space' or shared space. All kinds of products and services 

e.g. physio, nutritionist diet classes, counselling services (multiple types), personal trainers, 

lifestyle coach, local volunteering groups (not charity shops), good food café, alternative 

therapists, some voluntary services can hold events in a type of 'meeting space'. Promote 

sessions on various community topics: stop smoking, hobbies and crafts, self-help groups.  

Just a very loose idea, which I'm sure a creative council and marketing can build on. 

• Registry Office, so not near buses and ugliest registry office by far! It would be a lovely 

setting for this and generate more income as more people would want to get married there. 

By personal experience that is why we didn't get married at Chesterfield registry office! 

• Event facility. 

• Sports Stadium. 

• I think an indoor exciting leisure facility should be looked at further. The building which is 

there now was acceptable to be next to the park.  Buildings can be designed to be more in 

keeping with the location these days. Children need more fun things to do in Chesterfield 

for both health and leisure. X-cape at Castleford has so many fun and exciting things on 

offer, it is always busy and generates income. 

• I would like to start by saying I think a lot of the ideas that have been put forward are good 

for what should replace the sports centre. To my understanding the idea is to knock the 

building down before choosing what should replace it which I don't think is a good idea and 

I feel very strongly that it is a waste. Would it not be a good idea to make a use out of the 

sports centre as it is now? My idea is very different to the ideas the Council have put 

forward, however I think it would make a good amount of money and make an amazing 

attraction. My idea is to turn the sports centre (as it is now) into a laser quest arena. There 

is a huge market for things like this and most laser quest arenas are just plain rooms with a 

few walls in them. I think it would make an amazing attraction to have the laser quest arena 

as a deserted leisure centre to play the game with posters on the floor and the swimming 

pool empty, it would make the game so interesting. I know people might think it's a silly idea 

but children love laser quests and to have an amazing arena to play in would be incredible. 

Also it would be nice to not knock down the building that so many people love and make 

use of the building as it is? I think it's a waste to make the leisure centre into something we 

already have. The reason some ideas have been turned down is because cities and towns 

near us have the same things, but some options the council have chosen that they like the 

idea of also exist in cities and towns nearby. Which is why I think it would be good to make 

something that not many places around here have. Yes, they have laser quest but not ones 

in such a big building with so many fun things to hide in. People travel from loads of places 

to go to Sheffield, which is just in a room, imagine how many people would travel to 

Chesterfield if it was a more incredible arena! I really hope you will put this in a discussion 

as I strongly believe that if you think about younger ages they would find this amazing. 

• Indoor cricket facility that has a roof ensuring 52 weeks a year bookings. Demand from 

local clubs and kids is there but there is no facility anywhere near that caters for this. It 

could double up as football, hockey, but mainly would support a traditional sport that is 

rapidly decreasing in participants due to a lack of facilities. 

• Turn the building into a music venue similar to the O2 Academy, spaces they have 

converted in towns and cities. 
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• An exhibition hall, art exhibitions, craft and antique fairs and shows, cover many aspects, as 

an example the large exhibition space at Elsecar Heritage Centre is in great demand 

throughout the year and attracts thousands of visitors. This would attract custom to the 

building and also to the town, this space is needed. 

• A creative arts centre. There is no art gallery in Chesterfield - look at what the impact the 

Hepworth Gallery has had on Wakefield. Could include paid for exhibitions. 

• Multi use concert / event hall. This would generate income from the rent gained from renting 

the hall out. It would attract music events or shows that are bigger than what the current 

town venues can accommodate. Or something like an assault course, like go ape, 

something to attract people from outside the town that's different. 

• The Leisure Centre should be retained as an exhibition hall, which can potentially be of use 

to all sections of the community and appeal to visitors.to the town. It could be used for 

antique fairs, craft fairs, art festivals, skill festivals a food fair, beer festival etc. Turn the 

glazed area into a winter garden to add to the attraction. Use the smaller rooms for well- 

being sessions for the elderly and a soft play area for the young. Retain the café that is 

open all year round to support the events in the exhibition. Creswell Leisure is closing as a 

sports centre but is being retained and being turned into a well-being and heritage centre. 

Why cannot Chesterfield BC do something similar? 

• Educational base now so many children centres are closing. It could provide forest schools, 

parent support, mid wife base, baby clinic, crèche to more vulnerable in Chesterfield. 

• A youth club centre (all ages activities) or trampoline park. 

• The Leisure Centre in Queen’s Park has the potential to attract people of all ages and 

interests to the town but the Council want to demolish it in favour of something that will only 

appeal to a limited section of the community and will not encourage visitors to spend time 

and money in the town.  Why were there no notices in Queen’s Park about the survey? The 

people who use the park should have been the first people to be asked for their opinion?  I 

did complain, but nothing happened. The survey about the Dog control order was placed in 

public libraries – why was this survey not placed in Chesterfield Library so that the 

maximum number of people had a chance to respond?  How many women use a games 

court? Hardly something for the whole community.  It is generally agreed that the town 

needs to increase footfall in the town – an exhibition hall and winter garden will do this but 

not a games court.  Visitors to the Peak Resort won’t come into the town to use a games 

court but they would to visit exhibitions. The survey suggests that an exhibition hall would 

compete with existing attractions elsewhere in the town – untrue, Winding Wheel parking 

difficult and inadequate. The Leisure Centre is bigger and can therefore attract events that 

the Winding Wheel could not cope with eg arts festival and skills festival. I am aware that at 

least one company is interested in running antique fairs but they do not do so at present 

which suggests that the Winding Wheel is not suitable for their purpose. If the centre is 

demolished the opportunity for an exhibition hall is unlikely to occur again. Potential uses 

for an exhibition hall - Antiques fair (once a month), artisans’ market (during the winter 

months), beer festival, food fair to coincide with the food and drink awards. ‘As Peak Resort 

comes forward, there’s a big opportunity for the industry. There’s going to be a huge 

number of people staying there each year once it’s up and running. So we need to be 

tapping into that market and bringing them into Chesterfield. (Dominic Stevens, Destination 

Chesterfield Derbyshire Times 6.10.16). Family History and Heritage fair, craft fairs and 
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workshops, book fair, arts festival – Chesterfield Art Club and the Photographic Society; 

individual artists showing their work; workshops. 2 – 4 weeks, skills festival – This year 

Chesterfield held one for half a day – very crowded and disturbing to other users of the 

centre. In the old Leisure Centre it was over a longer period of time. In Derby it lasted 2 

days. Also risked damage to the new floor of the sports hall, a George Stephenson 

weekend would attract hundreds to the town, Museum, library, Railway station, Stephenson 

Memorial Hall window, Holy Trinity Church, Tapton House, railway trail, talk about George 

Stephenson, exhibition at the Leisure Centre including NEDIAS, Barrow Hill, Model railway, 

Midland Railway Centre, bookshop, Intrepids. Turn the glazed area into a winter garden. 

Fill the pool area with a heat retaining compound which absorbs heat in the summer and 

releases it in the winter – the technology already exists.  Uses for the rest of the space - 

Café open all year and supporting events, Mothers and toddlers group, activity room for 

schools, workshops, weddings, soft play area for children, wellbeing activities for people 

who are in any way handicapped, small exhibition area for the history of Queen’s Park, 

sports hall could be used, particularly during the winter when the weather is bad, for walking 

football and netball. Use for Martial Arts competition as before no longer impacting on the 

new sports centre.  All these activities could bring in an additional income from car 

parking – the car park is often less than half full.  Administration - Ideally the Friends of 

Queen’s Park could take over the administration but clearly we have neither the 

competence nor the number of people that would be needed.  Nor is there a community 

group (unlike Stocksbridge) that could do so. Queen’s Park does not have a community as 

it is generally regarded as the responsibility of the council.  The future of Creswell Leisure 

Centre was also in doubt following the opening of a new facility at Clowne. (Derbyshire 

Times 13th October 2016) However Bolsover are retaining the site, including a large hall, for 

a variety of activities. ‘The management of the facility is to be undertaken by a board of 

trustees and will include an opportunity for a traineeship scheme. Bolsover District Council 

has been working with partners including Derbyshire County Council to raise funds’. Would 

it not be possible for the same thing for the Leisure Centre / exhibition hall with a board 

including Chesterfield Borough Council, Destination Chesterfield and Chesterfield College 

(who run business studies and tourism courses)?  I understand that the Council is 

considering spending £70,000 on upgrading the café in The Market Hall. It would be better 

to spend the money on an exhibition hall as anyone will tell you that the smell of hot food 

and shopping does not mix. 

 

 Housing 

• Housing - although you have considered it and ruled it out, it seems that CBC policy is to 

build on greenfield land so why not build some houses that fit within the surroundings. 

• Housing, as there would be far less noise and less anti-social behaviour than the present 

scheme offered. 

• Just build houses on the land. 

• Council housing (STOP selling it off unless you can replace it 1:1 by the way!!) would be a 

much better use of the space. Why exactly is the site not suitable? Secure and fairly priced 

housing is the quickest way to improve the lives of those worst off in our society. No one 

needs a playing field more than they do a home. 
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• Housing: would generate income (additional cost would soon be recovered), would improve 

the quality of life for the people by giving them somewhere to live, would benefit those 

people by being near a "sports facility" and would benefit the retail shops in Town by 

bringing extra customers to the area, will not be half-empty because there is overwhelming 

demand for council properties. 

• I'd like to see more affordable/accessible housing but maybe in conjunction with a charity or 

similar to remove the financial burden from CBC. 

Cycling 

• Possibly a bike trail 

• I think a race track is suitable because it will be good for everyone and bmx races on 

Saturdays, go karts on Mondays, Wednesdays and Fridays anytime, also disabled on 

Tuesdays or Thursdays and if there's enough people they could be on Sundays.  

• Bike track. 

 

Provision for vulnerable people 

• Residential facility for 'care in the community', built by the council but leased to private 

providers promoting an income for the council. 

• A rehab centre and centre for vulnerable people. 

• Have a home for old people. 

 

All other comments 

• It is of concern that revenue generation is a key motivating principle of redevelopment. 

• I myself think we should have a monument there to remember those who gave their lives 

for us. 

• Please, no more retail parks, they are soulless. 

• If you don't involve people you won't make the site a success. Think how proud the original 

park scheme made people feel - update to present day thinking. 

• Closeness rather than going to Sheffield. 

• Whatever is decided, why not make it to international standards, with some viewing area ie 

facilities, as suggested, plus IS standard skate board park. This may induce organisations 

to hire the area for the development of higher standards, but let's not forget the young 

people, they are the future. 

• Anything to target ages 3-16 years. 

• More for children 3-16 years. 

• The building could be high spec and in keeping with the park. 

• It does seem a great pity to lose an indoor space which would/could offer all weather 

provision AND the necessary changing/toilets facilities. The cost of running the place is the 

over-riding factor and, as the Borough is not in a happy place financially, there seems little 

option. 
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• Shopping centre as most shops are closing down. 

• Multi-purpose café/arts centre with a solar array roof? 

• Restaurants for more family time. 

 


